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         For further details contact your Account Manager

WHY VMI?
Ensure your defined stock levels are maintained.

Save your laboratory staff time as we are stock checking for you.

Critical stock items backed up with stock levels at NELS/McQuilkin warehouse.

Save money and down time as there are fewer emergency deliveries/stock outs.

Quarterly reporting of usage to ensure stock minimum stock levels are correct.

Vendor-managed inventory (VMI) is an inventory management practice in which 
a supplier is responsible for optimizing the inventory held on site.
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WHAT IS VMI?



Initial 
meeting with 
your account 
manager to 
de�ne what 
your needs 
are.

Work out a 
stock list with 
a minimum 
level for each 
line and 
where they 
are to be 
located.

Establish how often 
you will need the 
stock counting and 
replenished.

NELS sta� to decide on 
level of stock needed to 
satisfy demand.

Account manager 
visits site to count 
the stock levels, 
provide the de�ned 
contact with the 
levels reported. 

PO raised and 
sent to NELS.

Delivery made – 
stock levels 
replenished.

         For further details contact your Account Manager
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How it works  
in practice.



NELS offer a comprehensive range of products to our innovative clients
in a personalised manner.

If you have any enquiries, or further questions, please contact your 
local account manager or the sales office at the details below.  
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CONTACT NELS 

North England Laboratory  
Supplies
7 Cumbie Way
Aycliffe Industrial Park
Newton Aycliffe
County Durham
DL5 6YA 

T: 01325 301 230 
E: sales@nels.co.uk

ACCOUNT MANAGERS

Steven Sweeney
Sales Manager
Mobile: 07964 124 993
E: steven@nels.co.uk

Aanisah Zaman 
Deputy Sales Manager      
North East & Cumbria
Mobile: 07770 268 742 
E: aanisah@nels.co.uk   
 

Josie Goacher
North West & Yorkshire
Mobile: 07377 702 059
E: josie@nels.co.uk 

Rachel Matthews
Teesside
Mobile: 07957 783 558
E: rachel@nels.co.uk 


